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Nonholonomic Source Seeking With
Tuning of Angular Velocity
Jennie Cochran, Student Member, IEEE, and Miroslav Krstic, Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—We consider the problem of seeking the source of a
scalar signal using an autonomous vehicle modeled as the nonholonomic unicycle. The vehicle does not have the capability of sensing
its position or the position of the source but is capable of sensing
the scalar signal originating from the source. The signal field is assumed to decay away from the position of the source but the vehicle
does not have the knowledge of the functional form of the field.
We employ extremum seeking to steer the vehicle to the source.
Our control strategy keeps the forward velocity constant and tunes
the angular velocity, a setting suitable for most autonomous vehicles, including aerial ones. Because of the constant forward velocity
constraint, after it has converged near the source, the vehicle exhibits extremely interesting and complex motions. Using averaging
theory, we prove local exponential convergence to an “orbit-like”
attractor around the source. We also present a thorough analysis
of non-local behaviors and attractors that the vehicle can exhibit
near the source. The richness and complexity of behaviors makes
only some of them amenable to analysis, whereas others are illustrated through a carefully laid out simulation study.
Index Terms—Nonholonomic unicycle.

I. INTRODUCTION
N the literature on coordinated motion control and autonomous agents, deprivation of position information is an
area of rapidly growing interest. The applications where this
might occur are many, and include vehicles operating under
water, under ice, in caves or in urban environments where GPS
is unavailable, and applications where INS systems are too
costly.
In [20] we considered the problem of seeking the source of
a scalar signal using a nonholonomic vehicle with no position
information. Specifically, we considered a unicycle with a constant angular velocity and a controlled forward velocity and
showed local convergence to the source of a signal. For some vehicles, including fixed-wing aircraft, the approach in [20], which
requires motion both forward and in reverse, cannot realistically
be applied. In this paper we consider the complementary case of
a unicycle with a constant forward velocity and tuned angular
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velocity. The approach in this paper is applicable to a broader
class of vehicles, including aircraft, and also produces a more
efficient method of locomotion than in [20]—the vehicle heads
directly toward the source instead of doing so in the form of
drifting triangles, rhombi, or stars [20].
In the scenario we consider, the vehicle, modeled as a nonholonomic unicycle, senses some scalar signal which emanates
from the source it seeks. This signal could be the concentration
of a chemical or biological agent, or it could also be an electromagnetic, acoustic, thermal or radar signal. The strength of
the signal is assumed to decay away from the source through
diffusion or other physical processes. Other information about
the spatial distribution of the signal is not available to the
vehicle. Throughout the scenario, the seeking vehicle senses
only the strength of the signal at the location of its sensor.
To find the source, we employ the extremum seeking method,
[2], which uses non-model based gradient estimation. The
controller jointly estimates the gradient (using the motion of
the vehicle’s sensor in space) and drives the vehicle toward the
source. We present a stability proof for the scheme with a static
source, further analysis of non-local aspects of the closed-loop
dynamics, and simulation results for both static and moving
sources. The simulations show that tuning the angular velocity
produces much more realistic vehicle trajectories compared to
tuning the forward velocity [20].
While other groups have considered source seeking problems, [17] and [14], this work is different in that the vehicle has
no knowledge of its position or the position of the source, there
is no communication between it and other entities, and it has
nonholonomic dynamics. Many groups have also employed unicycle models in their work, including [8], [11], and [13], while
others have also used the extremum seeking method in their
work outside of the field of autonomous vehicles, including [3],
[4], [7], [10], [12], [15], [16], [18], [19] and [21]. The main novelty of this result is in simultaneously solving a nonholonomic
steering problem and an adaptive optimization problem.
Unlike the design in [20], the present design is for a system
that is not small-time locally controllable. Furthermore, while
the objectives of converging rapidly and directly towards the
source (on average) and entering a quasi-steady motion near the
source are not contradictory with the actuation configuration
in [20], with the actuation configuration in the present paper
they are in fact hard to achieve simultaneously. We reconcile
the seeming contradiction between convergence to and settling
around the source by proposing a modification to the basic
extremum seeking algorithm, which employs a quadratic feedback of the output of the washout filter (to be referred to as
the term). This term, in a rather non-obvious way, stabilizes
an otherwise marginally stable non-periodic solution around
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the source (without actually altering this solution). As a consequence, a much more delicate stability analysis emerges in
this paper. Averaging is still the main tool. However, while the
system’s right-hand side is periodic, the system’s attractor is in
fact not periodic; It involves the frequencies of both extremum
seeking and of the revolution around the source. These frequencies cannot be guaranteed to be commensurate because the
latter depends on the parameter of the unknown signal field. We
ascertain the existence and exponential stability of this attractor
(characterizing it explicitly to an arbitrary level of accuracy in
terms of the control parameters). This is clearly of practical
significance as it ensures that the vehicle will not only converge
towards the source but also establish a sustainable motion
near the source. A further degree of difficulty in this problem
over [20] is that with vehicles controlled through the heading
rate a topological obstacle exists that creates a set of unstable
trajectories. These trajectories correspond to converging perfectly to the source and not being able to decide whether to
turn the vehicle back in the clockwise or the counter-clockwise
direction. We characterize these trajectories. We also study two
fundamentally different implementations, one with a sensor that
is non-collocated with the center of the vehicle and another that
is collocated. The latter situation requires parameter choices
that induce three time scales, such that the analysis employs
both averaging and singular perturbation methods.
We start the paper in Section II with a description of the
vehicle model and extremum seeking scheme. We prove local
exponential convergence to an “orbit-like” attractor around the
source for both noncollocated and collocated vehicle center and
sensor in Section III. We also characterize non-local behaviors
and attractors that the vehicle can exhibit near the source as a
result of the forward velocity constraint, including a zero-measure set of unstable trajectories. This analysis of the complex
motions displayed by the vehicle continues in Section IV where
we fully examine the effect of a specific controller parameter.
We present a carefully constructed simulation study in Section V
which highlights the variety and complexity of the vehicle behaviors that are not amenable to analysis. We discuss our parallel research efforts in Section VI.
II. VEHICLE MODEL AND EXTREMUM SEEKING CONTROLLER
We consider a mobile agent modeled as a unicycle with a
sensor mounted at a distance away from the center. The diagram in Fig. 1 depicts the position, heading, angular and forward
velocities for the center and sensor. The equations of motion for
the vehicle center are
(1)
(2)
where
is the center of the vehicle, is the orientation and
, are the forward and angular velocity inputs. The sensor is
.
located at
The task of the vehicle is to seek a source that emits a signal
which decays as a function of distance away from the source.
We assume this signal field is distributed according to an unwhich has an isolated
known nonlinear map
local maximum
where
is the location of the

Fig. 1. Notation used in the model of vehicle sensor and center dynamics.

local maximum. We design a controller that achieves local convergence to without knowledge of the shape of , using only
the measurement of at the vehicle sensor.
If both the shape of and the position, , of the vehicle
were known, and if the vehicle were fully actuated in both
and directions, then we could design a control law to force
the vehicle’s trajectory to evolve according to the gradient dy. In that case the trajectory of
namical system
would asymptotically converge to the set of stationary points of
where
. However, in the absence of this knowledge, we employ techniques of non-model-based optimization.
This task becomes even more complex as we consider a kinematically constrained vehicle.
To accomplish the task, we employ extremum seeking to tune
while keeping the forward velocity, ,
the angular velocity
constant. This scheme is depicted by the block diagram in Fig. 2.
The forward velocity, , of the unicycle is set to the constant, ,
while is tuned by the extremum seeking control law
(3)
where is the output of the washout filter. The performance
can be influenced by the parameters , , , , , and .
, which we shall refer to as the
The last term,
term, is not part of the basic extremum seeking tuning law. We
added this term in order to achieve exponential convergence to
an “orbit-like” solution that exists around the source but happens
). The practical problem
to be only marginally stable (for
that the term addresses is that the vehicle, having a constant
forward velocity, cannot stop once it has reached the source. It
must overshoot it and turn around. To counter this, the term
partly sacrifices the gradient extraction and actually pushes the
vehicle a bit off the trajectory that would take it directly toward
the source. However, in doing so the term allows the vehicle
to settle into a motion close to the target after it has reached the
target.
This scheme was designed for both static and moving sources.
Fig. 3 shows a source moving in a figure-eight that is first found,
“caught up to” and then followed by the vehicle. While the simulation shows that the scheme works well with a moving source,
in Section III we present a stability result for static sources.
III. CLOSED LOOP STABILITY
In this section we present and prove a local stability theorem
for the vehicle and control scheme presented in Section II.
The dynamics of the closed loop system are very intricate, despite the fact that the system has only four states (three states of
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which allows us to express , the signal after the washout filter,
, noting
as
.
also that
Theorem 1: Consider the following system:
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

Fig. 2. Block diagram of source seeking via tuning of angular velocity, _ , of
the vehicle. The sensor at the position r is at a distance R from the vehicle
center at r .

, the parameter is chosen such
where , , , , ,
,
,
, the parameter is chosen such
that
and where
that
and
are Bessel functions of the first kind. For sufficiently
,
,
are such that
large , if the initial conditions
the following quantities are sufficiently small:
(10)

(11)
where
(12)

Fig. 3. Vehicle following a moving source whose map has elliptical level sets.
The simulation parameters are V = 0:1, c = 100, d = 10, a = 0:5, ! = 40,
R = 0:1, h = 1, f = 0, q = 1:5, q = 0:25. The source moves according
to x (t) = 0:5 3 sin(0:13t), y (t) = 0:5 sin(0:26t).

the vehicle and one filter state). The complexity comes from the
nonlinearities (trigonometric nonlinearities in the vehicle model
and the polynomial nonlinearity in the signal map) and also from
the time-varying forcing applied by extremum seeking.
We first prove the stability result for a vehicle with a noncollocated center and sensor, followed by a discussion of a similar
result for a collocated center and sensor. As we use the averaging method to prove stability of an error system, we also discuss the properties of the averaged error system. In particular,
we explain the relation between the equilibrium of the averaged
error system and the corresponding solutions in physical space,
the unstable solutions of the averaged error system, and the effect of the control parameter .

then the trajectory of the vehicle center,
, locally exponentially converges to, and remains in, the annulus
(13)
and the sensor reading
odic function within

converges exponentially to a periof
(14)

For the ease of interpreting the results, the reader is reminded
.
that
Furthermore, the vehicle center locally exponentially converges to a solution of either the form

(15)

A. Stability Theorem
We assume that the nonlinear map defining the distribution
of the signal field is quadratic and takes the form
where
is the unknown maximizer,
is the unknown maximum and is an unknown positive
constant. We define an output error variable

(16)
or the form

(4)
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(17)

(31)
(32)
(33)

(18)
where
is
,
is periodic with frequency
, is zero mean and is
,
is
,
is periodic with frequency , is zero mean and is
, and
is a constant.
Proof: We start the proof by defining the shifted variables
(19)
(20)
(21)
and a map between

and a new quantity

Note that going from the previous shifted system (25)–(27) to
the error system (30)–(32) involves moving from a four state
system to a three state system by replacing the complex valued
by its real valued modulus and combining the heading of
the vehicle and the optimal heading of the vehicle into their
difference .
As the system equations are periodic in , the average error
system1 is
(34)

given by
(22)
(23)
(35)

where
represents the heading angle towards the source located at when the vehicle is at . Using these definitions, the
expression for is
(36)
The average error system (34)–(36) has two equilibria defined
by
(24)

(37)
(38)

The dynamics of the shifted system are
(25)

The two equilibria (37) and (38) have the corresponding Jacobians

(26)
(27)
We next define error variables and which represent the distance to the source, and the difference between the vehicle’s
heading and the optimal heading, respectively

and

(28)
(29)
where
bians is

The resulting dynamics for the error variables are

(30)

. The characteristic polynomial for both Jaco-

1During the calculations for the average system we use Bessel integral equale
dt = J (a) and (1=2)
e
sin(t)dt =
ities (1=2 )
J (a) which can be derived from Taylor series approximations and are also
found in [1].
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(44)
where
(39)
According to the Routh-Hurwitz criterion, to guarantee that
the roots of the polynomial have negative real parts, each
coefficient must be greater than zero and the product of the
and
coefficients must be greater than the
coefficient. The first criterion is satisfied by the assumptions in
Theorem 1. In addition, given these assumptions, the product
and
coefficients minus the
coefficient is
of the
plus a nonnegative
term. As this difference is always positive, the second criterion
is also satisfied. Therefore the Jacobians (39) and (39) are
Hurwitz given the assumptions in Theorem 1. As such, both
equilibria (37) and (38) are exponentially stable. By applying
Theorem 10.4 from [9] to this result, we conclude that the error
system(30)–(32) has two distinct, exponentially stable periodic
of the equilibria (37) and (38) defined
solutions within
(40)
(41)
(42)
for
where
,
,
are periodic with period
and are
. This indiand
cates that the distance between the vehicle center
converges to within
of the value
the source
, defining the annulus in Theorem 1. As the attractive solution of is a periodic function
of
, the sensor
within
converges to a periodic function within
reading
of
. To prove the last part of
the theorem, we first note that, while the error system (30)–(30)
has three states, the (shifted) physical system from which the
error system was derived has four, the complex valued and
the real valued and . To study the attractive solutions of ,
and thus and , we recall
and thus we start
by determining first the part of the attractor solution from
(43)
We substitute the attractor solution (40)–(42) of the error
system2 and find

2We substitute only the solution around the first equilibrium (37) as the derivation with the use of the other solution is nearly identical.

(45)
is a periodic function with period

and is
. Therefore

(46)
where
mean of

is a constant,
is the
and is
,
is the zero-mean part of
,
and
is the integral of
, is periodic
with frequency and is zero mean. Both
and
are
. The corresponding solution
is
to the movement of the vehicle center

(47)
is the mean of
and is
,
is zero mean and
. As
the attractive
solutions noted in (40)–(42) are derived from(47).
Simulations: Fig. 4 depicts four trajectories of the center of a
vehicle starting from two different initial positions. The source
produces a map with circular level sets. In all cases the vehicle
converges to an annulus that encircles the source. The difference
in the convergence of the trajectories to the annulus is due to the
value of the parameter. The radius of the convergent annulus
is about 0.14 which corresponds to estimated value of 0.1392.
Even though our main theorem is for maps with circular level
sets, the same source seeking scheme works well also for maps
with elliptical level sets, as shown in Fig. 5. As in the case of
circular level sets, the value affects the solution to which the
vehicle will be attracted. In the case of circular level sets, the
value of affects whether the vehicle ultimatly goes clockwise
or counter clockwise around the source. However, unlike the
case of the circular level sets, the value affects both the shape
and number of attractors. More details can be found in Section V.
where
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Fig. 4. Source emits a signal with circular level sets. (a) Four trajectories of the vehicle center are shown starting from two different initial conditions. All trajec: ,
tories converge to the annulus shown in (b). The sinusoidal path that the vehicle center follows is clearly seen in the close up (c). For all simulations V
c
: ,!
,R
: ,h
,q
.
,a
,f

= 100 = 0 5 = 40

=01 =1

=0

= 01

=1

Fig. 5. Source with elliptical level sets. (a) Four trajectories of the vehicle center are shown starting from different initial conditions. The trajectories converge to
either of the two attractors shown in (b) (The other two attractors of the system are the mirror images of the two shown). The sinusoidal path of the vehicle center
is seen in the zoomed in (c). Increases in the value of d cause the change in the shape of the attractor from twisted figure eight to rotated ellipse. For all simulations
: ,c
,q
: ,q
: .
,a
: ,!
,R
: ,h
,f
V

= 0 1 = 100 = 0 5 = 40

=01 =1

=0

=15

The parameter, which governs the amplitude of the probing
signal, has a subtle effect on the motion of the center. While
increasing makes the sensor swing wider, it does not have such
a dramatic effect on the center movement. A higher results in a
slightly smaller attractor radius and causes the vehicle center
to make sharper and more pronounced turns instead of gently
swaying while moving forward as seen in Fig. 6.
Remark 1: Fig. 4 clearly displays two distinct behaviors of
the source seeking scheme. For large the vehicle undergoes
a “roundabout” transient but settles quickly into the residual
annulus. For smaller values of the vehicle goes straight to
the source but overshoots it many times before settling into
the residual annulus. The overshoot is the result of being “too
good” at turning the vehicle towards the source and of being
(as in aircraft).
constrained to maintain a positive velocity
The trade-off between the two types of behavior indicate that
the user can employ the scheme in two ways: with low for
“chase/pursuit” tasks and with large for “hovering/coverage/
surveillance” tasks.
Remark 2: Based on the last statement of Theorem 1, the attractive solutions to the physical system, derived from the stable
solutions of the error system, have two competing frequencies.
The first frequency, (in the time variable), is and comes from
the averaging analysis of the error system and perturbs both
the amplitude and phase of . The second frequency comes

= 0 25

Fig. 6. Effect of the parameter a on the motion of the vehicle center. The vehicle center makes sharper and more pronounced turns when it moves along
the attractor as the parameter a is increased. The radius of the attractor  also
: ,c
,
decreases slightly. The other simulation parameters are V
d
,!
,R
: ,h
:f
,q
.

= 600 = 40 = 0 1 = 1

=0

=1

= 0 1 = 100

from the dominant term in the time-varying part of the exponent of
,
and drives the vehicle around
conthe attractive annulus. As
sists of the square root of the product of Bessel functions and
other gains, including which the designer has no control over,
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Fig. 7. Block diagram of source seeking via tuning of angular velocity when
the sensor is collocated with the vehicle center.

it is highly likely that is irrational. Thus it is also highly
likely that , which the designer does have control over, and
are incommensurate and therefore the attractive solution of the physical system, though it remains within a
bounded annulus centered around the source, is not a periodic
orbit.3
B. Collocated Sensor
One of the assumptions of Theorem 1 requires to be strictly
positive. This rules out the possibility of a sensor collocated with
the vehicle center. However, when the washout filter’s time constant is sufficiently small, as in Fig. 7, namely when the washout
filter acts approximately as a differentiator, the scheme retains
the same stability properties of the previous scenario with a
non-collocated sensor. As we shall see in simulations, the price
to be paid for collocating the vehicle’s sensor and center is that
the vehicle needs to be capable of making much sharper turns.
Theorem 2: Consider the following system:

Fig. 8. Simulation with a collocated sensor (R = 0) and  = :001. (a) The
trajectory of the vehicle center converges to an annulus around the source (at the
origin). (b) A zoomed in section of the vehicle trajetory, displaying the vehicle
motion more clearly. The other simulation parameters are V = 0:1, c = 10 ,
d = 10, a = 0:5, ! = 40, f = 0, q = 1.

then the trajectory of the vehicle center
locally exponentially converges to, and remains in, the annulus

(48)
(49)
(50)
(51)
and the parameter is chosen such
where , , ,
,
,
. For sufficiently large and
that
sufficiently small
, if the initial conditions
,
,
are such that the following quantities are sufficiently small:

either

and the sensor reading
a periodic function within

locally exponentially converges to
of

Proof: We proceed as in Section III-A by shifting the variables as in(19)–(21) and employing the error variables(28), (29).
The equations of motion for the error system are

or
where

(52)
(53)

3We say “highly likely” as the set of rational numbers is countable rendering
it a null set in the sense of Lebesgue measure in .
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The equilibria of (59), (60), similarly to the equilibria, (37), (38)
of the system (34)–(36) are
(61)

(62)
The Jacobians which correspond to (61), (62) are
(63)
(64)

Fig. 9. Unstable solution. Five trajectories are shown starting from the same
initial position but each with a slightly different initial orientation ranging from
(0) = :9335 to (0) = :9436. They each turn around at some time t.
In simulations, numerical error always induces a turn. However, in theory, there
does exist a solution which goes to infinity. The simulation parameters are V =
0:1, c = 100, d = 0, a = 0:5, ! = 40, R = 0:1, h = 1, f = 0, q = 1.

When is sufficiently small we can apply the singular perturbation method. We define the quasi-steady state

(55)
the reduced model
(56)

(57)
and the boundary layer model
(58)
We see that the origin is an exponentially stable equilibrium of
the boundary layer. The use of averaging shows that the reduced
model has an exponentially stable periodic solution. The averaged reduced model of the error system is
(59)

(60)

Also similarly to the noncollocated case, the characteristic polynomial is the same for both Jacobians

This polynomial produces stable eigenvalues as the coefficients
are both positive according to the assumptions. As both Jacobians are Hurwitz, both equilibria (61) and (62) are exponentially stable. Using the same reasoning as in Section III-A, we
conclude that, for sufficiently large , the reduced model of the
error system (52)–(54) has two distinct, exponentially stable peof the equilibria (61) and (62).
riodic solutions within
By using the same method in the nonlinear system section of
[2] to shift the system about these solutions and noting that the
boundary layer is also exponentially stable we conclude that,
for sufficiently small , the full error system has two distinct,
exponentially stable periodic solutions within
of the equilibria (61) and (62). This indicates that the distance
and the source
converges to
between the vehicle center
of the value
,
within
defining the annulus in Theorem 2.
Remark 3: Note that the convergence rate of the system depends on the roots of the characteristic polynomial of the Jacobian of the average system. The best time response of the
system is achieved when the system is critically damped, i.e.,
and both roots
when
. This gives a converare
gence rate of
.4 This “best decay rate” can
be understood as a performance limit. However, as this rate and
the corresponding value of both depend on , (which is unknown), one cannot provide an exact recipe for the best parameter choices. Even so, based on the above discussion, we can say
that sharp signal fields (high ) improve the convergence rate,
as well as high forward velocity , high gain , and to some
extent a unity probing amplitude . The optimal damping gain
grows with but decays with
and .
Simulations: Fig. 8 shows the trajectory of a vehicle with a
sensor collocated on the vehicle center. The washout filter approximates . As in the case of a noncollocated sensor, the vehicle converges to an annulus around the source. However, the
motion of the vehicle center differs. With a collocated center and
4Note

that we went from the  time scale back to the t =  =! timescale.
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sensor, the entire vehicle needs to be employed in the probing
of the field instead of the tip of the vehicle alone. This leads to
the ”lawn mowing” pattern seen in the figure. Lower values of
the parameter can certainly lessen this pattern, however it will
always be evident to some extent given the necessity of some
sort of probing.
C. Unstable Solutions
Having discussed the (locally) attractive solutions of the
closed-loop system, we now discuss its unstable solutions.
The existence of unstable solutions is seen in Fig. 9. It shows
trajectories stemming from a very small initial orientation
interval. While moving through this interval, the trajectories
switch from turning to the right to turning to the left. This indicates that there is some theoretical initial orientation (though
not possible in a digital computer) that result in the vehicle
never turning around. It is also indicated in the fact that the
average error system has two distinct equilibria, both
of which are exponentially stable. The regions of attraction of
and
these equilibria are separated by two separatrices,
, which define the following (unstable) solutions of
the averaged error system (34)–(36):
(65)
(66)

(67)
and

Fig. 10. Set of unstable solutions. Blue: The part of “head-on” trajectory
pointing towards the source. Red: The part of the “head-on” trajectory pointing
away from the source.

decreasing along
first separatrix is characterized by
, while the behavior of the second separatrix is characterized
increasing along
. Note the discontinuity in
by
when
and that the equilibria are away from
this discontinuity. The effect of the discontinuity is a jump from
.
the first solution to the second at
While the separatices define lines in the 2-D
subspace, Fig. 10 shows the manifold (surface) those lines create
in
space. Recall
is the vehicle position with
respect to the source and
is the vehicle heading. When
the vehicle is heading directly toward the source, while
when
the vehicle is heading directly away from the
source. Along these paths, the vehicle effectively cannot decide
which way to turn, and thus remains pointing in the same direction for all time, as indicated by the solutions (65)–(70). The
can clearly be
discontinuity at
separatrix
seen in the figure, as can the jump from the
separatrix. The jump in , as a result of passing
to the
over the origin, is caused by a reversal of the argument of the
and not a jump in actual vehicle behavior. It is imvector
portant to realize that, while initial conditions which correspond
to the unstable solutions (65)–(70) exist, the set of these initial
conditions is measure zero.

(68)
(69)

(70)
These separatrices
and
partition the phase
space
of the system and separate the equilibria
of the averaged error system, (37), (38). The behavior of the

D. Effect of the

Parameter

of the control law
We now discuss the last term,
(3) for . The standard extremum seeking scheme does not contain this term [20]. Its incorporation into the scheme was motivated by the need to enable stable hovering around the source,
in addition to convergence towards the source. The effect of this
term is seen in the transient behavior of the vehicle. Without the
term, the vehicle moves directly toward the source and, having
a constant forward velocity, overshoots the source and turns
around. The vehicle continues this behavior and the amount of
overshoot never decreases. Adding the term perturbs the vehicle off this path. When is small the vehicle simply decreases
the amount of overshoot each time it turns around until it settles into the system attractor. As is increased the overshooting
decreases more rapidly and the vehicle settles into the system
attractor faster. Examining the averaged error system (34)–(36)
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and its equilibria (37)–(38), we see that the location of the equilibria are independent of

However, upon inspection of the characteristic polynomial (39)
it is clear that the eigenvalues depend on , specifically, when
, the characteristic polynomial becomes

(71)
thus the system has one stable eigenvalue and two purely imaginary eigenvalues, rendering it neutrally stable instead of exponentially stable. Thus the exponential convergence results for
the system (5)–(9) derived in Section III do not hold when
. We added the term
to the standard extremum
seeking control law in order to achieve exponential stability of
the averaged system, without changing its equilibria, and from
that exponential convergence of the original system.
The effect of the gain is readily analyzed by the root locus
method. The characteristic equation derived from the characteristic polynomial (39) in root locus form is

Fig. 11. Root locus of parameter d when (a) (V =R) > h and (b) (V =R) <

h.

Fig. 12. Phase portrait of averaged system with d small.

(72)

and
Fig. 11 shows the root locus for the cases
. In both cases the equilibria change from centers
into stable foci and later into stable nodes as increases. The
phase portrait shown in Fig. 12 contains stable foci, indicated
by the spirals converging on the equilibria.
The phase portrait shown in Fig. 13 also depicts exponentially
stable equilibria. In this case has been increased to the point
that the eigenvalues are all on the real axis and the equilibria
become stable nodes.
Fig. 14 shows the effect has on vehicle behavior. As is increased the vehicle behavior changes from being characterized
by moving almost directly toward the source, overshooting and
then turning around to being characterized by moving in circles with decreasing radius around the source. In the first case
the distance between the vehicle and the source oscillates, as
expected by the focus equilibrium in the averaged system. In
the second case the distance between the vehicle and the source

Fig. 13. Phase portrait of averaged system with d large.

mainly decreases as would be expected by the stable node equilibrium of the averaged system.
IV. SYSTEM PROPERTIES WITH
While setting to zero indicates the system, driven by a map
with circular level sets, is not exponentially convergent, interesting behavior still emerges. In this section we discuss first the
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Fig. 15. Phase portrait of averaged system with d

= 0.

(65)–(70) discussed above. The orbits are defined by the rela,
, where
is a Lyapunov functionship
tion
(73)
This function is found as an invariant of the system by solving
the differential equation
(74)
derived from the quotient of (71) and (71). The initial conditions
of the system determine which orbit
the vehicle
travels along. Though the averaging theory does not allow us to
say anything about the original system as the averaged system
(71)–(71) is not exponentially stable (only neutrally stable), periodic orbits around the source and the dependence on the initial conditions are both still seen in simulations of the original
system. Fig. 16 depicts the trajectory of the vehicle for
according to both the averaged system equations and the original system equations when starting from different initial conditions. As seen, the original system closely follows the averaged
system, but the trajectories are initial condition dependent.
B. Elliptical Level Sets
Fig. 14. Both (a) and (b) show the trajectory of a vehicle with the same initial
conditions and same parameters. The only difference between the two simulations is the value of d. In (a) the value of d is low, while in (b) the value of d
has been increased. The other simulation parameters are V
: ,c
,
d
,a
: ,!
,R
: ,h
,q
.

= 100 = 0 5 = 40 = 0 1 = 1

=1

= 0 1 = 100

behavior of the vehicle seen when setting to zero in the presence of a map with circular level sets. We then consider the vehicle behavior in the presence of maps with elliptical level sets.5

While, in the case of a map with circular level sets the absence of the term in the control law eliminates convergence to
an annulus about the source and generates a different “attractor”
for each initial condition, the same is not seen when the map has
elliptical level sets. In this case, simulations show convergence
to specific attractors, which are seen in both averaged simulations and full system simulations. When the map has elliptical
level sets instead of circular ones, the definition of must be
augmented

A. Circular Level Sets
As stated in Section III-D, the averaged error system with
set to zero, (71)–(71), is only marginally stable about the equilibria(37), (38). Fig. 15 shows the phase portrait of
when
.
The two equilibria are centers in this case and the orbits
surrounding these centers are separated by the separatrices
5Unlike the previous two sections, the behavior discussed in this section has
no direct corollary to the case with a collocated sensor and a washout filter with
a small time constant.

(75)
(76)
where
,
, which expressed using
(20) and (4) is

. This leads to a modification of
, , , and defined by (28), (23),
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=0

Fig. 16. Trajectory of the averaged system and the original system with d
. (a)Two trajectories of the vehicle center according to the original system equations
and the other with !
and the trajectory of the vehicle center according to the averaged system equations, all in physical space. (b) Same
(one with !
thing, but with a different initial orientation, and thus the different resulting “flower pattern”. (c) All trajectories in error coordinates. The other system parameters
: ,c
,d
: ,R
: ,h
,f
,q
.
,a
are V

= 20
= 40
= 0 1 = 50 = 0 = 0 5 = 0 1 = 1

=0

=1

(78)
The shifted error system, now still in four states as the variables
and cannot be combined, is
(79)
(80)
(81)
(82)
The averaged error system is
(83)
(84)

(85)

=0

Fig. 17. Initial conditions and attractors. Simulations for d
and a range
of initial positions are shown. (a) The attractor “pair” to which the trajectory of
the vehicle center converges. The simulations evolve according to the original
system equations with !
and !
and according to the averaged
system equations. (b) Zoomed in version of image (a). The other system param: ,c
,a
: ,R
: ,h
,f
,q
: ,
eters are V
q
: .

= 03

= 20
= 40
= 0 1 = 100 = 0 5 = 0 1 = 1

=0

=16
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Fig. 18. System attractors as d progresses. Simulations for various d and a source located at the origin. (a) As d increases, the attractor crossing in x; y space
moves further from the origin while the attractor shape decreases in vertical size. (b) As d continues to increase, the attractors change from morphed figure-eights
to rounded orbits. These orbits rotate toward the system map level set orientation and decrease in size as d continues to increase. (c) For large enough d, while the
: ,c
: ,
,a
attractor orbits continue to rotate as d increases, the size stops decreasing and starts increasing. The other system parameters are V
!
,R
: ,h
,q
: ,q
: .
,f

= 40

=01 = 1

=0

=15

= 0 1 = 100 = 0 5

= 0 25

= 100
= 0 1 = 100 = 0 5 = 40 = 0 1 = 1

Fig. 19. Initial conditions and attractors. Simulations for d
, 1000, 5000, a range of initial vehicle positions and a source located at the origin. (a) The two
attractors which exist when d is small. (b) The four attractors that are seen when d is medium. (c) The two attractors which exist when d is large. The other system
: ,c
: ,q
: .
,q
,a
: ,!
,R
: ,h
,f
parameters are V

=0

(86)
This averaged system cannot be simplified to three states as in
the case of circular level sets, nor does it have an equilibrium
to analyze (in the present coordinates), though it does have unstable solutions characterized by
(87)
(88)
are integers. However, the evolution of the
where and
original system closely matches the evolution of the averaged
system in simulations. Fig. 17 shows the initital positions of
the vehicle and the attractor to which the trajectories converge
and
for simulations of both the original system (for
) and the averaged system. Each initial condition settles
to one of two symmetric attractors. The shape of the attractor
is the same in all three situations, which indicates the averaged
system closely approximates the actual system. However, the

=15

= 0 25

initial conditions alone do not determine into which of the two
attractors the system settles. By changing the value of , the
system sometimes settles to the other attractor.
This behavior of settling to one of two distinct attractors is
seen again and again in simulations of the system indicating that
and the system map has elliptical level sets, there
when
exist convergent attractors of the system, though this is not seen
when the system map has circular level sets.
V. SYSTEM PROPERTIES WITH ELLIPTICAL
LEVEL SETS AND
The value of affects the general shape, size and number of
the system attractors when the system map has elliptical level
sets and does not affect the shape, size or number when the
system map has circular level sets. In the case of circular level
sets, the two system attractors are clockwise and counter clockwise perturbed circular orbits. Fig. 18 shows the progression
of system attractors in the case of elliptical level sets as inand
creases in value. The attractor progression starts with
increases to very large values. While is small to medium,
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elliptical orbits which are smaller and at a different orientation
than the two seen for medium .
parameter affects the size, but not the shape of the
The
attractors in the case of circular level sets. Fig. 20 shows that, in
the case of elliptical level sets, not only does affect the size of
increases
the system attractors, it also affects the shape. As
the vertical size of the attractor first increases, then decreases
and finally increases again. The shape of the attractor is first
stretched, then squashed and pulled, then stretched again.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have shown the results of applying extremum seeking to
source seeking with nonholonomic autonomous agents which
are denied postion information. We have proved local convergence to an “orbit-like” attractor around the source when the
signal map is quadratic with circular level sets and characterized
non-local behaviors, including a zero-measure set of unstable
trajectories. Simulations show convergent vehicle behavior for
elliptical level sets as well.
Future companion publications will present applications to
other scenarios, including tracking diffusive sources, extensions
to 3-D [5], [6], extensions to fish-like locomotion models, and
experimental results with prototype mobile robots which move
according to the developed control law and track light sources.
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